FIRST OVER EVEREST
die grandees of Eastern Nepal would be as sympathetic to
modern air activities as their progressive and broad-minded
ruler.
To their credit be it recorded, the Government of Nepal
hearkened to us, and at last, after minor points had been cleared
up, the permission coveted in vain for so long by many was
ours.
The official letter reached us in the middle of August, but in
the meantime we had been busy with details of organisation.
Clydesdale again one of the original members of the Com-
mittee, had at his own urgent request become the Chief Pilot.
The expedition is indebted to him as much for his courage and
foresight in taking part in what many then considered a
visionary undertaking, as for his great work as pilot in the actual
flights.
The details of organisation called for sheer hard work and
unremitting toil; as usual in these cases, the big items are fairly
easy to come upon. Once we had selected the engine, with its
supercharger, and the type of aeroplane to take it, we were clear
of them, and in a later chapter it will be seen how we came to
pin our faith to Wesdand aeroplanes, with such happy results.
The minor items of material equipment were legion, and their
selection constituted a prolonged and arduous task. The
difficulties had their root in die novelty of conditions in which
everything had to operate.
The numerous cameras, the oxygen supply gear, which, in
conjunction with die electrical heating installation, was vital,
engine and flying instruments, all had to work not only in the
rarefied air of 33,000 feet, but for the unprecedented space of
two hours, and must be taken from a sun temperature of
180° F. down to where, almost in the stratosphere, there would
be 120° of frost.
The reader will judge from die illustrations facing pages 32
and 58 and from Chapter H,how varied and complex was the
outfit of instruments. The selection of each item called for
much care and thought; nearly everything had to be modified
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